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ABSTRACT
The connection between Regge poles and elementaryparticle poles • •' as explored in a 'previous paper, where we made use of the approxirnation of elastic..unitarity and of the assumption of no C astillejo_DalitZ-DySO,fl'
• (CDD) ambiguity. In this paper we include the CDD ambiguity, and, show 
The nucleon self-mass 5M s given by the formula.
• n
• If Sf,' -CO as s -CO, then we get Z2 = Z26M2 = 0 1 from which at UCRL-l6812 7 Rev. Now let us turn our attention to (1 3) Several authors61
showed. that in the elastic region f and F satisfy i.mitarity by .
These relations are the seine as those of T and K. In fact, a combined use of (1 2), (i 3), (2 3), and (2 Li), together with unitarity relations of T 0 and K, yields (2 9) and (2 10) From these relations ( 2 9) and (2.10) we see that f0 and F could have a pole at the same position on the second sheet, given by 1 + 2ipf0 0 If this pole moves onto the first sheet,f0 and F develop a pole at the same position, say s = sThen the integral path in (2.3) is deformed, yielding a pole term considered by aus and Zachariasen., 10 and .i...discussd in.te..
..
next section
Now consider the dispersion relation of F 00
Here F needs at most one subtraction, because the asymptotic behavior of F is given by (2 y)
From (3 1) one can see that the limit 11 r mOyields This is an alternative proof of obtaining F = 0 In this case the 2 limit g0 = g2 is derived from is = through F = 0
• :
• where
Now, in the limit s =2 the integral in (2.2) or the subtraction
• onstant d becomes infinite, or both. However, we suppose that the integral in the numerator in (3.8) is finite. Then Sn must go to pIus infinity. However, the motion of s is somewhat different
2 from these of, STS. Since s 1 -.,M , we have 
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IV THE KAUS-ZACEARIASEN CASE

10
I
Kaus and Zachariasen considered..theReggeizatiOfl when K has
• an extra ole nea M2 .p , say 6B Let us suppose that, this pole comes.
from the second. Riemann sheet of K.', Then S F ' turns out to be 00
S(S)
where ?.. is the coupling constant between the nucleon and the ney particle with the mast S 2 , and we set M2 < 5B. Now, in the Reggeized world rK should. vanish, so that K = 0 or r = 0 Since K as well as P has a pole, we can take the limit K = 0 or F = 0 even if g 0 Kaus and Zachariasen considered only the former limit K = 0, and neglected erroneously the latter limit .I = 0. We assume that TX satisfies the subtracted dispersion relation
Here _2 and -Xg. are residues of poles of T0 and K at s =s respectively. We rewrite (L 3) as g( 5 N2 )
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(1.9) . .
From these eqtions we obtain three solutions: and in general 0, i.e., g2 g02
The solution (i) contradicts the assumption • g ., so this must be • .2 2. because of •g g0 .. Thus we reach the conclusion that in order for .
•.
the same resIdue to appear as in the elementary ease, we must in adaitionrequire g2 = 902 or 2 = 0 in the 1K = 0 limit This , (4.11)
or .
, then X2/(sB -M 2 ) 2 or the integral in . . . . . . .
• -20-where W are real zeros of S ' , and C: F. n 0. Let us.ie the form
factor with one nucleon off the mass shell in the form
where
Here K(W) • is normalized to g at W = M. . .
P±(W)
• ... 
(5.16)
• Eq. (5.15) can be reitten as 
ImF ( 
8.
We normalize K(s) and F(s) to g. at s = M:..:
9
We assume that K is also well defined in the Regge theory.
10 P E Kaus and F Zachariasen, Phys Rev. 138, B13O4 (1965) 11.. 'The, function F(s). is not, uniformly convergent at the point •. point, the coupling constant should be defined in the limit along a line (M2 -s)/(s -s 0 ) =1. The author is indebted to .
Professor Toio Kato for this point.
.
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